
Agronomy Update: TAR SPOT  

 

HIGH-PERFORMANCE YOU CAN SPOT. 
First discovered in the United States in 2015, tar spot (Phyllachora maydisis) is a fungal disease of 

increasing agronomic importance in corn. As of 2021 it has been confirmed in an expanding swath of 

counties in the central and eastern Corn Belt. Some hybrids show more tolerance to the disease than 

others. Corteva scientists have been studying tar spot and screening hybrids for tolerance.   

 

 

Significant yield loss can occur under favorable 

environmental conditions for disease development. As the 

name implies, tar spot can be identified by small black and 

circular lesions. They are slightly raised, and bumps can be 

felt on affected plant tissue. Lesions can appear on leaves, 

husks or stalks and are often surrounded by a light tan-

colored halo. Lesions are caused by fungal structures called 

stromata that cannot be rubbed off affected plant tissues. 

Symptoms appear most frequently from silking through late 

grain fill. Under severe infestation, where most of a field 

shows 50% severity on the ear leaf during grain fill,  

significant yield losses of 20-60 bu/A have been reported.  

 

 
 

Corteva scientists have been studying tar spot and 

screening hybrids to develop a rating scale that 

accurately communicates a given hybrid’s level of 

tolerance. The ratings provided to the left are based 

on multiple years of observations. Ratings denoted 

with an asterisk (*) reflect preliminary data subject 

to change when additional data becomes available. 

 
 

 

 

Information and ratings are based on comparisons with other 
products sold by Brevant seeds. Scores represent an average 
of performance data across areas of adaptation, multiple 
growing conditions, and a wide range of both climate and soil 
types, and may not predict future results. Individual product 
responses are variable and subject to a variety of 
environmental, disease and pest pressures. Please use this 
information as only one component of your product 
positioning decision. 

  

RM Brevant® Brand 
Family Rating 

94 B94Z97  
95 B95R21  
95 B95V86  
97 B97G09  
97 B97K12  
99 B99A24  
100 B00M18  
101 B01V22  
101 B01Z88  
102 B02V87  
103 B03R87  
104 B04R11  
104 B04Z92  
106 B06F91  
106 B06V25  

RM Brevant® Brand 
Family Rating 

106 B06Y18  
107 B07H01  
108 B08C92  
108 B08G23  
109 B09K10  
109 B09Z08  
110 B10A20  
110 B10H24  
110 B10Y21  
111 B11Y01  
112 B12C01  
112 B12M18  
113 B13A10  
113 B13J23  
113 B13K20  

Confirmed Tar Spot Counties 

Brevant® brand products demonstrate their agronomic strength in a field in 
Jefferson County, Wisconsin, infected with tar spot. 

Map Source: Integrated Pest Management, corn/ipmpipe.org/tarspot 
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